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The Offield family has been one of McLaren Northern Michigan’s biggest supporters, both financially and as active
board and foundation members, since the hospital first opened in the late 1930s (as Little Traverse Hospital at the

time). Pictured above is Jim and sujo Offield, with grandchildren Remy and Julian Schiavone. Jim and sujo recently
gave a lead gift for McLaren’s upcoming renovation and expansion project. (Courtesy photo)

The natural beauty of northern Michigan has long been complimented by passionate philanthropy. From protecting
wild spaces to providing critical services, the giving that happens locally brings added layers of wonder to this place.
Added layers of well-being too, when talking about the health care the local regional hospital, McLaren Northern
Michigan, delivers on a daily basis.

The McLaren Northern Michigan Foundation is a non-profit organization dedicated to raising funds for equipment,
facilities, and programs that impact patients who rely on the hospital for their health care needs. Through the
Foundation’s work, services that would likely not be provided at a rural, regional hospital like the world class heart and
vascular center– are centerpieces of care in downtown Petoskey.

Since the Hospital first opened its doors in 1939 (as Little Traverse Hospital), philanthropic support has defined it. It
makes sense that charitable giving is a centerpiece of the health care organization’s recently announced plans for a
five year renovation and expansion project that will feature a new inpatient wing with 92 state-of-the-art private

“For a community like ours to be healthy, we need all the resources we have here.We need the natural
beauty and ability to get outside.We need the small town virtues. But at the end of the day, none of that
works if we don’t have access to good health care. It’s part of the magic of this place.” -Jim Offield
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rooms designed for optimal patient care; a new Intensive Care Unit with six additional ICU rooms; a new
Cardiovascular Unit; larger operating rooms; 12 observation rooms to reduce wait time in the Emergency Department;
greater energy efficiency; a new south entrance for easier access to services and more.

It also makes sense that the lead donation for the “Building the Future of Health Care” project, comes from Harbor
Springs residents Jim and sujo Offield. Offield’s grandfather was one of the Hospital’s original founders; his father sat
on the Hospital board for years; his family has utilized its services at every stage in life and Jim’s own life was saved
this spring at McLaren Northern Michigan.

Offield had not been feeling well for quite some time. He’d visited the UCLA Medical Center before travelling to Rome
with his grandchildren. While in Rome, Offield said he became very, very ill. He needed help, immediately.

“I could have gone anywhere, but I came to McLaren Northern Michigan because I trust my cardilogist, Lou Cannon,
and I trust this hospital,” Offield said. “And it was here that the cardiovascular team saved my life, because my renal
arteries were 99-percent blocked. I had the best care possible in my hometown. And I wasn’t treated differently than
any other patient; the Cardiovascular Unit’s staff is simply phenomenal. It has always been important to my family to
make sure the entire community has access to that level of care.”

To continue this legacy of support, the Offields’ pledged $4 million toward the building project and $1 million to the
Foundation’s Unrestricted Fund. According to the Foundation, the Offield family has donated more to McLaren
Northern Michigan through the years than any other individual or family; in addition to generations of unmatched
philanthropic support, they have also contributed an enormous amount of time and expertise, noted the Foundation’s
vice-president and chief development officer, Moon Seagren.

“We are deeply grateful to Jim and sujo for their commitment at this critical time in our history,” she said. “A project of
this magnitude requires several years of planning and Jim has been with us every step of the way. In addition to the
amazing $4 million pledge, he has donated $6 million to our Unrestricted Fund over the past few years in anticipation
of launching this project. Jim and sujo’s contributions will benefit our patients and their families, as well as the
physicians and colleagues dedicated to their care.”

Offield said he and sujo both recognize the necessity of having a top notch health care system in this community. The
202 bed regional referral center employees more than 1,700 colleagues throughout northern lower Michigan and the
eastern part of the Upper Peninsula, serving residents of 22 counties with access to specialized health care. In
addition to the

comfort of knowing these services are available to their– and all area– families, Offield said having a strong hospital
helps maintain a strong community.

“It is central to our town’s vitality,” he noted. “For a community like ours to be healthy, we need all the resources we
have here. We need the natural beauty and ability to get outside. We need the small town virtues. But at the end of the
day, none of that works if we don’t have access to good health care. It’s part of the magic of this place.”

Keeping with the pace of health care for years to come is the central theme of the expansion and renovation project. In
an earlier interview with this newspaper, president and CEO of McLaren Northern Michigan, David Zechman
stress`1ed this again and again.

“The real ‘why’ behind this project is to continue to make northern Michigan a place where the best physicians want to
practice and colleagues want to work, but most importantly, where patients will receive the highest quality, safest care
possible. The vision is to ensure this happens for the next two to two and a half decades,” he said.

Zechman said he is honored to recognize Jim and sujo Offield as the philanthropic leaders of the project. In addition to
the monetary support, the pair also co-chair the Leadership Committee working with the Foundation to secure key gifts
for the capital campaign, which will publicly launch in 2018.
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“Jim and his family have demonstrated at every turn an extraordinary commitment to our hospital, our patients, our
community, and our culture of care,” the McLaren Northern Michigan president said. “We thank Jim, sujo and the
Offield family for this incredible gift and for helping set the philanthropic pace for others.”

“I have no problem encouraging everyone who can give to get out their checkbooks and do so,” Offield said with a
smile. “This is our hospital. This is our community. This is the place we all love and supporting this campaign is
important.”

McLaren Northern Michigan’s Petoskey Campus will undergo upwards of $124- $170 million in renovation/ expansion
work in phases, with site preparation work happening in 2017, the construction of the new wing starting in 2018 and
renovations of existing spaces beginning in 2020.While donations will play a vital role in the project, Offield said
McLaren’s support and encouragement has been imperative.

“Health care today is very tricky. We can all be thankful that McLaren came in and supported us. I have been involved
for 20-plus years and I’m certain that without McLaren’s muscle we could not move this hospital forward. Thanks to
their partnership, our local hospital continues to offer more services, with state-of-the-art equipment, which attracts top
talent. I honestly cannot say enough about the care I received in the CVU. From the skill and modern technology in the
operating room to the stellar team of nurses and hospitalists, I’m so grateful.”

Seagren said in turn, McLaren and the Foundation are so glad to recognize Jim and sujo’s “unparalleled support of our
hospital and our community.” In doing so, the new wing of McLaren Northern Michigan will be named for the Offield
Family.

Offield humbly acknowledged the honor, quickly turning talk back to the many stories of great care his family has
experienced at McLaren over the years. Like most anyone else who calls this place home, there are stories of major
and minor hospital visits. There are end of life care memories for his parents, cancer diagnosis and care for his
brother. There is a story of pure joy in his great-nephew’s birth here last fall.

“This hospital has played a major role in our lives and in the lives of so many in this area. I know how fortunate I am to
be able to afford health care. Our family truly does see it as a gift and responsibility to help provide funds that may
purchase a piece of machinery or a space that someday saves another life.To be able to play a role in offering quality
health care to our community is the real honor.”

McLaren Northern Michigan Foundation is currently working to secure lead gifts in Building the Future of health care
project. For more information, contact the foundation (231) 487-3500.
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The calming views of Lake Michigan and Little Traverse Bay have always been a central part of the healing atmosphere at McLaren Northern Michigan’s Petoskey
campus. When conversation began years ago about the need to upgrade facilities for health care of the future, the decision– based in part by community feedback– to

pursue renovation and expansion at the hospital’s current location was largely because the iconic views are a soothing reminder of what makes this area special
(Courtesy file photo).
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